redD, [7] and actII-orfIV, [8] [9] . Induction of antibiotic biosynthesis is closely linked 58 to morphological differentiation and the transcription of genes involved in both 59 processes are controlled by complex regulatory networks in response to 60 environmental and physiological stimuli [10] . The absA locus was originally 61 identified by isolating mutants unable to synthesize antibiotics but unaffected in their 62 morphological development [11] . Sequencing of this locus identified two genes, 63 absA1 and absA2 which comprise a two-component system, with AbsA1 possessing 64 similarity to other streptomycete antibiotic biosynthetic cluster associated histidine-65 kinase sensor-transmitter proteins and AbsA2 displaying similarity to DNA-binding 66 response regulator proteins [12] . The location of absA1/2 within the CDA 67 biosynthetic gene cluster was only demonstrated after the determination of the S. 68 coelicolor genome sequence [5, [13] [14] . 69 4 70 Sequencing of the original absA mutants by the Champness laboratory, together with 71 suppressor mutants [15] , and introduction of a series of deletion and point mutations 72 [16] , strongly indicated that the active, autophosphorylated form of AbsA1 was 73 responsible for generating the repressive, phosphorylated form of AbsA2. 74 Biochemical experiments investigating the activity of AbsA1 have confirmed the 75 results of the genetic studies and showed that AbsA1 is able to phosphorylate and 76 dephosphorylate AbsA2 [17] . The effect of gene dosage on the activity of AbsA1 & 2 77 was also investigated and the fact that the absA1/2 transcript was more abundant in 78 the original absA1 mutant C542 [11] which possesses two amino acid changes in a 79 region thought to be involved in aspartylphosphatase activity [15] and less abundant 80 in the absA2 mutant C570, in which the phosphorylated aspartate residue has been 81 changed to a glutamate residue [16] , relative to the parent strain J1501, suggested that 82 absA2 is positively autoregulated and that the autoregulatory form is phosphor-AbsA2 83 [16] . 84 85 S1 nuclease transcript mapping indicated that absA1 and absA2 were expressed as a 86 single bi-cistronic leaderless transcript from the promoter upstream of absA1 (P1) 87 [16] . However, absA2 is also expressed from a second promoter (P2) located inside 88 absA1 [18] , which is is 4-7 times stronger than that of P1, based on transcript 89 abundance and reporter assays and the expression of absA2 is consequently higher 90 than that of absA1. Significantly, the relative abundances of the two transcripts appear 91 not to vary throughout growth or with growth media type [18] 92 93 Ryding et al., [19] investigated the effect on the expression of the genes of the cda 94 cluster in J1501 and its derivative mutant absA C542 and detected expression from 5 95 the promoters upstream of SCO3230 (cdaPSI), SCO3249 (acp), SCO3229 (hmaS) and 96 SCO3215 (glmT) in J1501 but not in the C542 mutant. Expression from the promoters 97 upstream of SCO3225 (absA1) and SCO3224 (a putative CDA resistance gene), was 98 detected in C542 but not in J1501. Significantly, this study revealed little evidence for 99 the regulation of cdaR by AbsA1/2 although more conclusive evidence was found for 100 the AbsA1/2 mediated regulation of redZ [19] , and the involvement of the absA locus 101 in regulating actII-orfIV and redD has also been noted [20] . Gel retardation assays, 102 using phosphorylated and non-phosphorylated tagged versions of AbsA2, to 103 investigate its binding to the promoters of SCO3217 (cdaR), SCO3226, (absA1/2) and 104 SCO3230 (cdaPSI) were unable to show that either form of AbsA2 bound the 105 respective promoter regions, which suggested that in vivo AbsA2 may bind 106 cooperatively with another protein e.g. CdaR [17] or require a particular DNA 107 topology. More recently ChIP studies using anti-AbsA2 antibodies to pull-down 108 AbsA2 complexes were conducted, however, the only genes whose promoters were 109 found to be bound by AbsA2 were those of cdaR, redZ and actII-orfIV [21] . to be AbsA2 dependent [19] . The Streptomyces coelicolor strain used in this study was MT1110 [22] which is a 123 prototrophic SCP1-, SCP2-derivative of the wild-type strain 1147 [23] . The 124 construction of the MT1110 ΔcdaR mutant is provided in [24] where the deletion of 125 the EcoRI fragment (+442 to +1174 bp) is described. Plasmid maintenance was done Construction of a ΔabsA2 strain and absA2-complementing plasmid. 134 An absA2 deletion mutant was constructed using homologous recombination to 135 replace the wild-type gene with a truncated version containing an internal deletion of 136 618 bp out of a total of 669 bp. An XbaI site was substituted for the wild-type 137 nucleotides between positions 3538686 and 3539309 [14] , so introducing a 138 termination codon into the truncated version of absA2, which terminates translation 139 after incorporation of three amino acids (MIL). A 1,757 bp fragment containing part 140 of the absA2 N-terminal coding sequence and upstream region was amplified by PCR 141 using primers "absA2up forward" and "absA2up reverse" (Table 1) Culture sampling and antibiotic assays 191 For transcriptomic studies 10 ml samples of culture were harvested as described in 192 [27]. For ChIP-on-chip studies 108 ml of each culture was formaldehyde cross-linked 193 and quenched as described by Allenby et al. [28] and divided into three 42 ml 194 portions before being pelleted (4,000 r.p.m, 4°C, 10 min), and the supernatants 195 discarded. The pellets were each washed twice in 20 ml of PBS and stored at -20°C. 196 For pigmented antibiotic assays 10 ml of whole culture was frozen at -20°C. Fig. 1(B) ). 321 The fact that no genes of the red biosynthetic gene cluster are represented amongst the 322 significantly differentially expressed genes was expected given the similarity of the 323 RED phenotypes of both the 3xFabsA2 and ΔabsA2 strains in liquid culture, (Fig. S2 ). (Fig. S3 ). Consideration of these results must of course exclude SCO3226 333 (absA2) whose differential expression was expected due to its deletion from the 334 ΔabsA2 strain, rather than due to bona fide changes in its expression. Although the function of SCO7717 is not known a similarity search indicates that the 351 gene most similar to it in S. coelicolor is the cda cluster located gene, SCO3220 352 whose function is also unclear. It is well known that there is cross-talk/redundancy 353 between gene products encoded by secondary metabolite clusters in that proteins 354 encoded by one cluster are capable of substituting for similar proteins in other cluster. 355 For example, the NRPS adenylation domain activation protein, CdaX, (SCO3218) of 356 the cda cluster is able to substitute for its counterpart, CchK, in the coelichelin 357 biosynthetic cluster [40] . It is therefore possible that SCO3220 and SCO7717 are 358 functionally redundant and that SCO7717 has usurped the role of SCO3220 in CDA 359 biosynthesis and its gene is thus co-regulated with the cda cluster genes by CdaR. 360 16 361
ChIP-on-chip analysis of AbsA2 in the FLAG-tagged absA2 and ΔabsA2 strains. 362 To investigate whether the significantly differentially expressed genes (Fig. S3 ) were 363 directly regulated by AbsA2 we conducted ChIP-on-chip studies on samples taken at 364 the same time-points as those for the transcriptomic studies. The genes with 365 background shading in Fig. S3 are those which also feature in the ChIP-on-chip 366 enriched probe cluster list. It is difficult to interpret the majority of these in terms of 367 the known function of AbsA2 i.e. regulation of antibiotic biosynthesis. Whilst we 368 cannot exclude the possibility that AbsA2 does regulate these genes, an in depth 369 visual analysis of the chIP binding data, in combination with the expression patterns, 370 and knowledge of gene function, has been unable to establish meaningful correlations 371 between AbsA2 binding and gene expression/function for the majority of these genes. 372 We therefore confine further discussion/analysis of the results to known, validated 373 AbsA2 targets (i.e. cdaR, redZ and actII-orfIV) and to genes of the cda cluster, based 374 on the results of a previous absA2 deletion study [19] . AbsA2 binding event would correlate with repression of transcription, as a previous 422 study reported that the C542 absA mutant repressed expression from both the 423 SCO3230 and SCO3229 promoters, relative to the parent strain, [19] . The lack of 424 striking correlation between AbsA2 binding events and expression levels suggests that 425 in addition to AbsA2 some other factor, or factors, is/are also involved in the 426 regulation of cdaPSI and it is very likely that CdaR plays an activatory role here. The presence of a strong ChIP peak upstream of cdaR (SCO3217) (Fig. 5 ) was 434 expected given the results of a previous ChIP study, [21] . The situation observed here with regard to SCO3230 and SCO3217 is consistent with 450 the regulatory model proposed by Ryding et al., [19] who suggested "that the AbsA2 451 protein directly regulates the cda biosynthetic promoters and in its negatively It is tempting to interpret these binding events in terms of a negative autoregulatory 493 mechanism as AbsA2 has been shown to negatively regulate its own transcription, 494 although an indirect mechanism where AbsA2 regulates its own expression via an 495 intermediary, e.g. CdaR, could not be excluded [16] . We also note that the present 496 study provides no evidence for AbsA2 binding to the promoter upstream of absA1 497 (SCO3225) and that Sheeler et al., [17] also did not observe binding of AbsA2 to the 498 SCO3225 promoter region in vitro. 499 The most interesting aspect of the absA2 ChIP peak is that, in contrast to the 500 'monophasic' peak pattern observed upstream of glmT, cdaPSI and cdaR, the absA2 501 ChIP peak is located internal to the gene and exhibits a curious asymmetrical, 502 biphasic, form with a larger peak closest to the start of the gene overlapping with or 503 followed by a smaller peak near the end of the gene. AbsA2 binding is associated with direct repression by AbsA2. Indeed, the fact that 564 AbsA2 binding covers large portions of redZ, actII-orfIV and absA2, would suggest 565 that the genes are more tightly constrained by AbsA2 occupancy and therefore less 566 accessible to other transcription factors, than those with a single binding site. 567 We also note that the differences in AbsA2 ChIP peak form at the redZ, actII-orfIV 568 and cdaR promoters correlate with the fact that AbsA2 has been shown to bind more 569 weakly to the cdaR promoter than to the redZ and actII-orfIV promoters The similarity of the absA2 and the redZ and actII-orfIV AbsA2 ChIP peaks also 584 suggests an interesting hypothesis as to how AbsA2 acquired the status of "master 585 regulator" of antibiotic synthesis. It is possible that initially AbsA2 was merely a 586 'pathway specific' regulator of the cda biosynthetic gene cluster, in which it is 587 located. However, due to the similarity in sequences of the absA2, redZ and actII- that AbsA2 binds to several loci within the cda cluster (SCO3215, SCO3217, and 605 SCO3230) and suggest that it exerts a repressive influence on transcription through 606 negatively regulating CdaR activity. Additionally, we show that AbsA2 also binds to 26 607 its own gene (SCO3226), providing evidence for an autoregulatory mechanism, and to 608 the SARP genes of the act (actII-orfIV) and red (redZ) clusters; differences between 609 the patterns of the AbsA2 ChIP peaks at these genes and those within the cda cluster 610 suggest that AbsA2 represses transcription of these regulatory genes directly and 611 raises the intriguing possibility that AbsA2 displays two different mechanisms of 612 binding DNA and of mediating repression.
614
The results of the study go some way towards explaining and illuminating aspects of 615 previous genetic and molecular studies of AbsA2. They also raise new questions as to 616 the precise mode of action of AbsA2 and it is hoped that these results will serve to 617 inform and stimulate future work into this fascinating transcription factor. 
